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Communication 

lease check all that a ply) 
IN-PERSON 

Yes 

Scotty is prompted to communicate with coach, peers, and managers about his tasks. CM encourages 
Scotty to communicate while at the jobsites. CM staff continues helping Scotty build on his verbal 
skills to communicate effectively at the jobsite. 
Scotty will be able to communicate with manager, coworkers, and customers about his tasks during his 
work shift with no more than 3-4 prompts per interaction. 
Social Skills 

Follow Directions 
Scotty requires prompting to continue stocking, organizing shelves and provide customer service. CM 
staff continues working with Scotty in following directions of managers, coworkers, and coaches. 
Scotty will be able to follow directions and finish tasks assigned either when he is working by himself 
or with a partner. He will be able to do this with no more than 2-3 prompts per task. 
Work Performance 

Staying Focused on Tasks 
CM staff continues working with Scotty to stay focused on tasks since he may want to work alone and 
has to be redirected to work with a peer and complete the task at hand. 
Scotty will be able to perform an assigned task independently or with a partner. He will be able to do 
this with no more than 2-3 prompts per task. 
Work Performance 
Work Well with Others 
CM staff continues working with Scotty in following directions and working well with others with 
fewer prompts and staying focused on tasks since he may want to do it alone and has to be redirected to 
work with a peer. 
Scotty will be able to perform and finish an assigned task either when he is working by himself or with 
a partner. He will be able to do this with no more than 2-3 prompts per task. 
Work Performance 
Emotional Outburst 
Scotty displays disruptive behavior, yelling, occasionally hitting coaches/peers and disrupting the 
people and activities around him at work sites and social activities. 
Scotty will be able to use his words and ask for a break when he feels anxious, frustrated/overwhelmed. 
Scotty will be able to ask for a break when needed with no more than 2-3 prompts per task. 
Personal Goals 
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Work performance/ 
social skills

Personal/ Fitness Social skills/Fitness

Work performance: Role play volunteer work at different stores 

and job task.

Social skills: Work on reading and Writing workshops

Money management: Simple math skills 

Fitness: Hiking/walks to the park. Online fitness activities. 
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● Watching movies with
family and friends

● Watching and playing
basketball

● Watching and playing
baseball

● Bowling with family and
friends

● Going out to eat my
favorite restaurants

● I enjoy running every
morning with mom!

● I like going on Youtube to
watch different Disney
ride videos

● I enjoy watching DVD’s I
have at home

● Doing word searches is
only of my favorite things.

● I enjoy didn’t different
kind of fitness activities.

● Continue to work on
using my words when I
need a break.

● Be more happy when
working with others.

● Volunteer at different
stores

● Learn how to read and
write

● Volunteer at different
stores

● Take walks in nature
parks

● Go on hikes

● Watch easy online fitness
activities on YouTube

● Read interactive stories
online

● Work on simple math
workshops

● Work on simple writing
workshops
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